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I. INTRODUCTION 
A systematic study of the behavior of solutions of the first order nonlinear 
differential equation in the neighborhood of a singular point was initiated 
by Briot and Bouquet [l]. Among the problems considered was the existence 
of solutions W for 
Xm+l~_W - Co dx - 2 aijXiWi, 
i.i=o 
a, = 0, a,, # 0, 
where m is a nonnegative integer and the series is convergent in a neigh- 
borhood of ,a = 0, W = 0, subject to the condition that W must tend to. 
zero as z tends to zero in some prescribed manner. Below is given a summary 
of some results on solutions of equations of the form (1.1) which are relevant 
to, or indicate limits for the present investigation. 
Suppose first that m = 0. If the coefficient a, of W in (1.1) is a positive 
integer, either the equation has no solution which is regular at x = 0 and 
vanishes there, or else it has an a,,-parameter family of such solutions [I]. 
If a,, is not a positive integer, there is a unique solution of (1.1) which is 
regular at z = 0 and vanishes there; moreover, (1 .l) has no other solution 
which tends to zero as z tends to zero along a regular arc in case Re am < 0 [l]. 
Picard [2] and PoincarC [3] have shown the necessity for a suitable restriction 
on the path along which z tends to zero in order that the preceding result hold. 
When Re a,, > 0, equation (1.1) has a one-parameter family of nonanalytic 
solutions which tend to zero with z [l]. 
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If m # 0, Eq. (1.1) has, in general, no solution which is regular at .a = 0 
and vanishes there [4, 51. Nonanalytic solutions have been obtained which 
tend to zero with x provided, for example, that z is confined to a sector with 
vertex at the origin. Chazy [6] has proved that, when Re Asians > 0, Eq. (1.1) 
has a one-parameter family of such solutions which are asymptotically 
represented by formal power series as x tends to zero in the sector. When 
Re aOrsm < 0, Eq. (1.1) has a unique solution of this type. 
In this paper attention is confined to the general Riccati differential equa- 
tion with a singular point at the origin, which is the special case of Eq. (1.1) 
with aij = 0, j > 2. The Riccati differential equation has the formal pro- 
perty that a linear fractional transformation of the dependent variable W 
with coefficients which are functions of z yields a new Riccati differential 
equation in the new dependent variable. An obvious connection with con- 
tinued fractions arises from the fact that a continued fraction may be inter- 
preted as a sequence of linear fractional transformations. Attention has been 
focused on those linear fractional transformations which generate a C-frac- 
tion, that is, a continued fraction of the form 
in which the 6, are positive integers and the n,, are nonzero complex numbers. 
II. SOME FORMAL PROPERTIES 
Let m be a nonnegative integer and consider the Riccati type differential 
equation 
L,[W] 3 zA,(z) + B,(z)W + C,(x)W2 - zP+lW’ = 0. (2.1) 
Such an equation will be called admissible if the following conditions hold: 
(i) A,(x), &(x), C,(Z) are analytic at z = 0; 
(ii) B,(O), C,(O) are not both zero; 
(iii) if m = 0, B,(O) is not a positive integer; and if m # 0, B,(O) + 0. 
These conditions are sufficient to insure that Eq. (2.1) includes equation (1.1) 
in the case where aij = 0, j > 2. 
THEOREM 2.1. If L,[Wj = 0 is admissible then there is one and onZy one 
formal power series solution, W = P(z), which vanishes at z = 0, and 
P(z) = 0(x8), where 8 is the order of the zero of zA,(z) at z = 0. Znparticular, 
P(x) = 0 if and onZy if A,(z) = 0. 
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With the notation 
zA,(z) = 2 a$+, qz) = j$ b,xj, 
j=a i=o 
C,(x) = 2 Cj%j, P(z) = 2 *#, 
j=O i=, 
the condition that P(z) be a formal power series solution of L,[wJ = 0 
becomes 
When m = 0, (2.2) h s ows that when a, # 0 the coefficients of both z! and 
z” will vanish if and only if 01 = 8 and 
a, + pr(bo - 4 = 0. (2.3) 
Under the assumed admissibility conditions p, is then uniquely determined. 
Similarly, pi, j > 01, is uniquely determined since 
wheref is a function which vanishes when p, = 0, k = a, a + 1, *a*, j - I. 
Thus there is only one formal power series solution which vanishes at I = 0 
when as # 0. Since Eq. (2.2)-(2.4) hold with 01 = 1, 8 = 1 when aj = 0, 
j = 1, 2, **., it follows thatpj = 0, j = 1,2, *a*, and P(z) = 0 when A,(x) = 0. 
Conversely, when P(z) = 0 is a formal power series solution, L,[P(z)] = 
zA,(z) = 0, and A,(z) = 0. 
The proof of Theorem 2.1 may be completed by a similar power series type 
treatment of the case m # 0. The details are omitted. 
It is easy to verify that if 
where 6,+1 is a positive integer and d,,, # 0, then 
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where L,+,[W] is a differential expression of the form of L,[W], with 
B,+,(z) = sn+lZm - 2xAn(z) 
d,+lzdn+l 
- B&3, 
THEOREM 2.2. If L,[W] = 0 is admissible and 
xA,(z) = adz6 + .*., (ad # O), 
then L,,[W], determined by (2.5)-(2.7), is admissible if and only if 
6 - 6, n+1 dn+, = 6 -a;n(oJ ’ (m = 01, 
6 - S, n+1 - d,+l = - - Bye) ’ (m # 0). 
(2.7) 
(2.8) 
It is readily seen from (2.7) and (2.8) that, for m = 0 and for m # 0, 
A,+l(z), B,.+l(x), C,+,(z) are analytic at z = 0. Also, 
C,+,(O) = JMO) - %+I f 0, (m = 0) 
G+,(O) = B,(O) f 0, Cm Z 0) 
and admissibility condition (ii) holds for L,+,[W] = 0. Similarly, 
B,+l(0) = S,,, - 2aaldn+l -B,(O) = $40) - %+I, (m = O), 
B,+,(O) = - 2ad&+l - B,(O) = WJh (m # 01, 
from which it follows that L,+,[W] = 0 is admissible since condition (iii) 
holds. 
When Ln+#VJ = 0 is admissible, in the case m = 0, the analyticity of 
A,+,(z) at .z = 0 plus the fact that B,(O) is not a positive integer are applied 
to the first equation (2.7) to show that the first pair of Eq. (2.8) must hold. 
A similar process shows that the second pair of Eq. (2.8) must hold when 
m # 0. 
Theorem 2.2 provides the inductive link needed for the generation of a 
formal C-fraction solution of an admissible equation, L,[ W] = 0, by iteration 
of the linear fractional transformation (2.5). If AJx) = 0, the formal C-frac- 
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tion solution is defined to be 0; otherwise the formal C-fraction solution is 
defined to be the continued fraction, 
(2.9) 
terminating or not, where the S, and d, # 0 are determined as in Theorem 
2.2, and where the continued fraction terminates with the nth partial 
quotient if and only if n is the smallest index for which A,(z) = 0. 
For all permissible indices n the formal identity 
follows from (24, where the Wj are related by (2.5) and 
un = 6, + s, + a** + 6,. (2.11) 
If M, and N, denote the nth numerator and denominator, respectively, for 
the formal C-fraction solution of L,[W] = 0, then by (2.10) with W,, = 0, 
L MS [ 1 (- l)% d,d, 0.. dnzun 0x= [(l + W,) (1 + W,) **. (1 + w,-,)I” zATk4. (2.12) 
A more useful form of (2.12) may be obtained as follows. Let Mj,n and 
h:,, denote the nth numerator and denominator of the continued fraction 
obtained from (2.9) by first adding one and then advancing all subscripts byj. 
Now No,, = N,, N,,, = 1 and 
By the determinant formula [7, p. 161, 
and the fact that the polynomials Mi,k, Mj,k--l, Nick, Nj,,-, have the value 
one at z = 0, it follows that Mj,, and Ni,k have no common factors. Thus 
and 
k 
n (1 + Wj) = $= = Nk. 
i=l k,l 
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Then (2.12) becomes 
When the determinant formula is applied to the right member of (2.13) there 
results 
Lo [$$I = ($ - 2) CL&) ed4, (2.14) 
where 
(2.15) 
It is known [8; 9, p. 1081 that there is a one-to-one correspondence between 
C-fractions and formal power series. The following result relates the formal 
C-fraction and power series solutions of L,[W] = 0. 
THEOREM 2.3. If L,[W] = 0 is admissible then the corresponding power 
series of its formal C-fraction solution is the unique formal power series solution of 
L,[ w] = 0 which vanishes at z = 0, and conversely. 
The relationship between a nonterminating C-fraction and its corres- 
ponding power series is characterized by the fact that for every index k 
F3; 9, p. 1111, 
P(z) - ;: = O(Z~~fl). 
b 
Thus P(z) vanishes at x = 0 since P(z) = O(z”1). From (2.13) and the fact 
that x&(z) = O(&+l) it follows that P(z) is the formal power series solution 
since 
&PC41 = Lo [% + (w - $)] 
= 0 L $1 + %(4 [p(,, - gq + Co(z) [p”(z) - (+$,‘] 
k k 
- ,P+1 [p’(a) - ($‘] 
= O(.gkf’) 
holds for every index k. 
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For a C-fraction terminating with the nth partial quotient the corresponding 
power series satisfies 
P(z) - ;E 3 0 
12 
near z = 0 [8; 9, p. 107). S ince A,(z) = 0 in this case it is easily seen from 
(2113) that 
wwl = Lo [+$I = 0, (2.16) 
and P(z) is the formal power series solution. 
The converse statement follows from the above result since Theorem 2.1 
shows that P*(z), the formal power series solution, and P(z), the correspond- 
ing power series of the formal C-fraction solution, are identical. 
A stronger statement of the.result of (2.16) is given below. 
THEOREM 2.4. An admissible equation L,[W] = 0 has a rational solution 
which vanishes at x = 0 sf and only sf its formal C-fraction solution is a termi- 
nating continued fraction. 
If L,[W] = 0 h as a terminating formal C-fraction solution it is evident 
from (2.13) and (2.16) that the equation has a rational solution, MJN,, 
which vanishes at x = 0. Conversely, if L,[Wj =: 0 has a rational solution 
which vanishes at x = 0, it also has a formal power series solution which 
vanishes at z = 0. By Theorem 2.3 the C-fraction expansion of this series 
is the formal C-fraction solution of L,[Wj = 0. This C-fraction must 
terminate since it is the expansion of a rational function analytic at x = 0 
[8; 9, p. 1111. 
THEOREM 2.5. Let L,[ W] = 0 be admissible and have coejicient functions 
which are regular throughout a region containing z = 0 in its interior. If the 
formal C-fraction solution of L,[ W] = 0 converges umformly in the region to a 
function W(z), then W(z) is the unique solution of L,[Wj = 0, analytic in the 
region with W(0) = 0. 
By a theorem on C-fractions [8] W( z is analytic in the region, W(0) = 0, ) 
and the corresponding power series converges to W(z) near z = 0. Since the 
corresponding series is the unique formal power series solution it follows that 
W(z) is the unique solution near z = 0. The desired result is extended 
throughout the region by analytic continuation. 
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III. THE DIFFERENTIAL EQUATION 
OFTHE CONTINUED FRACTION OF GAUSS 
Consider the special case of (2.1) 
a0,VF xW’=- 
1-z+ 
B0.n + Bl.?zX w + Y0.n w2 
1-X i-z (3.1) 
B is not a positive integer. This equation 
Soe’c”tion II. The transformation (2.5) 
is admissible in the sense of 
with S,+1 = 1 converts (3.1) into an 
equation of the same form, where 
B O,n+l = Yo.n+1 = 1Bo.n - 1, 
B l.n+l = - &,n-1, 
d a0.72 n+1= - 
B0.a - 1 * 
(3.2) 
In view of the second formula of (3.2) it is assumed without loss of generality 
that Is,,, = yo,n # 0, (n = 0, 1, 2, *a.). F or convenience, the parametric 
representation 
%I,0 = a(b - 4/c, Boo = Yo,o = - CT fl10 = b - a (3.3) 
is introduced. For fixed values of 01~,~, Boo = yoo, /3ro, there are in general two 
pairs of values for a, b, namely, ai and bi = ai $- pro, (z’ = 1,2), where a, and 
a2 are roots of the quadratic equation 
d + (/IlO - c) a - Lyooc = 0. (3.4) 
It is shown in the sequel that either choice for a leads to the same result. 
From (3.2) and (3.3), it follows by induction that 
(a + n) (b - c - n) (b + n + 1) (a - c - n - 1) 
O"o,zn = (c + 2n) ’ aos2n+1 = (c + 2n + 1) 1 
B 0,2n = Y0,2n = - (c + 249 B 0,2n+1 = Y0.2n+1 = - (c + 2n + l), 
P 1,2n = b - 0, B 1,2n+l = a -b - 1, (3.5) 
d,, = (a + n, (b - c - n, d (b+n+l)(u-c-n-l) 
(c + 24 (c + 2n + 1) ’ 2n+1 = (c + 2n + 1) (c + 2% + 2) * 
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For n = 0 the formal S-fraction (i.e., C-fraction with 6, = 1) solution of (3.1) 
is by (3.5) the continued fraction of Gauss [7, p. 337 ff.]. It is convergent in 
the x-plane cut along the positive real axis from + 1 to 03, except perhaps at 
certain isolated points, and represents the function 
(3.6) 
where F(a, b, c; z) is the hypergeometric function, throughout the cut plane. 
Moreover, W(a,, b,, c; zz) = W(a,, b,, c; z), where a, and a2 are the two 
roots of (3.4) and bi = ai + &,, (; = 1, 2). This fact is a consequence of the 
identity [lo, p. 2481 
F(a, b, c; x) = (1 - x)--b F(c - a, c - b, c; x). 
Since a, + a2 = c - &,, b, = c - u2, b, = c - a,, the identity gives 
(1 - Z)al F(u,, b,, c; z) = (1 - Z)Ul F(c - b,, c - u2, c; x) 
= (1 - .P$Q F(b,, u2, c; z). 
The symmetry of the hypergeometric function in the first two parameters 
then proves that (1 - z)” F(u, b, c; z) is the same function for either choice 
of the pair II, b. The invariance of W(a, b, c; z) now follows from (3.6). 
The fact that the formal S-fraction solution of (3.1) for n = 0 actually 
represents a solution is a consequence of Theorem 2.5 and the convergence 
of the S-fraction [ll; 7, p. 2081 t o a function analytic near z = 0. Analytic 
continuation can then be used to show that the S-fraction represents a solu- 
tion at the other points of convergence in the cut plane. However, another 
proof of the following theorem has been given in order to illustrate the use 
of formula (2.12). 
THEOREM 3.1. The Riccuti equation 
z(1 - z) w’ = ; (b - c) x + [(b - a) z - c] w - cw2, (3.7) 
where c is not zero or a negative integer, has the unique solution W(a, b, c; z) 
which vanishes at x =: 0 and is analytic in a neighborhood of z = 0. This solution 
is 
4x 4s 4s W(u, b, c; z) = 1 + 1 + .a. + -i- + a-0, 
where d,, is determined in (3..5), and where the S-fraction is conv,ergent at all 
points qf the complex plane cut along the positive real axis from 1 to ~0, except 
perhaps at certain isolated points which, if they exist, are poles of the solution. 
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PROOF. The convergence of the S-fraction in the cut plane follows from 
lima+, d, = + a by a theorem of Van Vleck [I 1; 7, p. 2101. Moreover, there 
exists a p > 0 such that ( d,z / I $ whenever 1 x 1 < p, n = 1, 2, 3, es*. 
From the fundamental recurrence formulas for an S-fraction, for n = 1, 2, *-s, 
Qn+z = (1 + dn+lz + 4+24 Qn - Wn+#Qn--2, (3.8) 
where Q-r = 0, Q,, = 1, and Qn denotes the nth denominator of the S-frac- 
tion. For ( x ( < p evidently 
I I I $A= 1 (23 1 + d,z + 4% I 2. 
Assume for an induction that Qn # 0 and 
(3.9) 
For 1 z j I p, it follows from (3.8) and (3.9) that 
I I Q- i12 2 1 - 1 Idn+,z I + I 4+2+2 z I + I d,z I I 4+,x I 19 11 II 
>l-$-&$. 4(n - 1) n+3 
n-t1 =4(n+l)’ 
which proves Qn $ 0 and (3.9) holds for n = 1, 2, ***. Since Q,, = Qr = 1, 
(3.9) yields 
I Qzn I 2 
2n + 2 
4” 
From (2.12) and (3.5), when I x / I p, 
A2” 
g W”(,, + 1)” 
/ (a + n + 1) (b - c - 
I c + 2n + 1 
Therefore, uniformly for z in the disc 1 z j < p, 
IQ11 = 
2n + 2 
4”’ 
n--l)1 z 
I I 1--z’ 
lim La n+m [ 1 2 =o. 
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Since the S-fraction converges uniformly in 1 z j < p to the analytic function 
W(a, b, c; x), the sequence of even approximants also converges uniformly 
to this function in the disc, and, by the last result, L,,[W(a, b, c; ,z)] = 0. The 
previously cited result of Van Vleck and analytic continuation suffice to 
complete the proof. 
A Riccati equation which has a ratio of certain confluent hypergeometric 
functions is obtained formally from (3.7) by replacing x by z/a and letting a 
become infinite. This formal process suggests that 
b-c b+l b-c-l 
W(b, c; z) = 
c(cz (c + 1) (c + 2) z (c + 2) (c + 3) x 
1 + 1 + 1 
b+2 
(c + 3) (c + 4) z 
+ 1 + ***, 
(3.10) 
which is the formal S-fraction solution, actually represents the solution of 
zw’=&L(c+z) w-cw2, (3.11) 
in a neighborhood of z = 0. There is a variety of ways to prove this is 
actually the case. The method used to prove Theorem 3.1 would suffice. 
In addition, known properties of hypergeometric functions, or the fact that, 
for 1 z / sufficiently small, W(a, b, c; z/u) converges uniformly to W(b, c; z) 
as a tends to infinity, can be used to show that the latter function is the unique 
analytic solution which vanishes at z = 0. 
Similarly it may be proved that 
WW=~+ 1 
(c + 2)s& + 3) 
+ 1 
+ ***> (3.12) 
(c + l,“(c + 2) 
which is obtained from (3.10) formally by replacing x by z/b and letting b 
tend to infinity, is the unique analytic solution in a neighborhood of x = 0, 
with a zero at the origin, of the Riccati equation 
zw’=~-cw-cw2. 
C 
(3.13) 
As before, (3.12) is the formal S-fraction solution of (3.13). 
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These results are collected in the following: 
THEOREM 3.2. The Riccati equation 
xW’ = aOOz + (boo + bloz) W + cooWz, 
where boo is not a positive integer, has a unique meromorphic solution W(z), 
W(0) = 0, which has a convergent S-fraction representation except perhaps at 
certain isolated points. These isolated points, if they exist, are poles of W(z). 
The Riccati equation in this theorem is transformed, if coo # 0, to (3.11) 
or (3.13), according as b,, # 0 or b r. = 0, by replacing z by 01z and W by 
PW for suitable 01 and j3. When coo = 0, a linear fractional transformation (2.5) 
converts the Riccati equation to one in which the coefficient of W2 is not 
zero. The fact that the solution (3.10) or the solution (3.12) is meromorphic 
follows from the cited theorem of Van Vleck [l I]. 
When m # 0 in (2.1) there is in general no solution W(x) which is regular 
at z = 0. For example, the Riccati equation 
z2W’ = aOnz + (bo, + b,,z) W + conW2, (3.14) 
where ho, f 0, does not have a solution which is analytic at x = 0. Since (3.14) 
is admissible it has a formal C-fraction solution. To determine the C-fraction 
assume, without loss of generality, that con = b,,. From (2.7) 
a O,n+l = 1 - bin - 4+lbon = 1 + aon - L, 
b O.n+l = Co,n+1 - -b o,n, 
b l,n+l = 1 - bm d n+1 = - ao,nPo,m 
for n = 0, 1, 2, *a*. These recurrence relations have the explicit solution 
a 0,2n = n i- a, a0,2n+l = n + 1 + b, b0,2n = b0,2n+l = - 1, 
b 1,2n = a - b, h,2n+l = 1 - a + b, (3.15) 
where a = a,,, 6 = a,, - blo, boo = coo = - 1. The formal C-fraction 
solution to (3.14) with n = 0 is then the S-fraction 
@‘(a, b; 2) - 7 + q)k + (’ T ‘) ’ + cb +l ‘) ’ + . . . . (3.16) 
THEOREM 3.3. The formal S-fraction solution (3.16) of the Riccati equa- 
tion 
z2W’ = az + [(a - b) z - l] W - W2 (3.17) 
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converges to a function W(a, b; x), W(a, b; 0) = 0, analytic in the x-plane 
cut from 0 to 00 along the negative real axis, except perhaps at certain isolated 
points which, ;f  they exist, are poles of W(a, b; x). Moreover, W(a, b; z) is a 
solution of (3.17) under any one of the following conditions: 
(i) a belongs to the sequence 0, - 1, - 2, - 3, *a*, or b belongs to the sequence 
- 1, - 2, - 3, “‘; 
(ii) Re (a - b) > 1; 
(iii) Re (a - b) < 0. 
PROOF. The statement on the convergence and the character of the limit 
function for the S-fraction (3.16) is contained in a theorem of Wall [12; 7, 
p. 3511. 
When condition (i) holds, (3.16) is a terminating continued fraction and, 
by Theorem 2.4, W(a, b; z) is rational and is a solution for (3.17). In this case 
there is no need for the cut from 0 to m along the negative real axis. 
In the remaining cases consider the sequence {m}?, where z # 0 and 
Yl = 1, 
1 
Yzn-1 Y2ll 
=(b+n)z, I 
Y2n Y2n+1 
= (a + n) z. (3.18) 
Then y2 = l/(b + l)z, ys = (b + I)/(a + I), and 
Y2n = (a + 1) (a + 2) - (a + n - 1) 
(b + 1) (b + 2) -0. (b + n) z ’ 
(b + 1) (b + 2) *.. (b + 4 
“TL+’ = (a + 1) (a + 2) *a. (a + n) ’ 
(3.19) 
By the Weierstrass criterion [13, p. 3981, the series x 1 yan 1, x 1 y2n+l j are 
not simultaneously convergent. In particular, the series x 1 y2n+l ] is con- 
vergent if and only if Re (a - b) > I, and the series x 1 yzD 1 is convergent 
if and only if Re (a --- b) < 0. From (3.19) and the Gauss definition of the 
Gamma function [13, p. 4401 it is evident that 
0 + 1) 
lim na-by2n+1 = r(b + 1) ? 
n-cc 
Y2n+1 = w-9, 01 = Re (a - b). (3.20) 
Similarly, 
lim (n + a) nb--ay2n = r(b + 1) 
r(a + 1) ’ 
yzn = O(?P-1). 
n+m 
(3.21) 
For S > 0, sufficiently small, (a + 1)s and (b + 1)s will be in the para- 
bolic region ] W I - Re W < 4 whenever z is in the real interval (0, S), and 
the same is true for the partial numerators, (a + n)x and (b + n)z, of (3.16). 
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If Qn denotes the nth denominator of (3.16) then from a result of Scott and 
Wall [14; 7, p. 54 ff], 
I Y1Yz”‘Y 2n Q 2n 
I YlY2 **- Y2n+lQ2n+1 I 2 8 (1 + 2 I Y2j+1 I) * 
From (3.15), (3.18), and (2.13) 
Lo [$-I = ;;;;f~n+;2;l;i ’ 
since y1 = 1 and 
d,d, *** d2n+1z2n+1 = a(a + 1) ... (a + rz) (b + 1) (b + 2) a.. (b 
az zzz 
Y,Y,zY,” *.* YinYzn+l * 
From (3.22) when z is in (0, a), 
4 I az2Y2n+dn + b + 1) I 
(3.22) 
+, n) 23-1 
When condition (ii) holds, 01 = Re (a - b) > 1, (3.20) and the conver- 
gence of c 1 yrjil 1 show that 
lim Lo [2] = 0 
n+co 
for z on (0, 6). The Stieltjes-Vitali theorem then shows that the sequence 
{LO[P2n+1/Q2n+l]} converges to the analytic function 0 in the cut plane 
except perhaps at certain isolated points. Since the sequence {P2n.cr,/Qzn+1} 
converges to ?&‘(a, b; a), it follows that W(a, b; z) is a solution of (3.17). 
When condition (iii) holds, 01 = Re (a - b) < 0, .a similar treatment for 
Lo[P2,JQn,J may be used to complete the proof of the theorem. 
IV. THE RATIONAL FUNCTION COEFFICIENT CASE 
When the coefficients in a Riccati differential equation (2.1) are rational 
functions of z, there are evidently restrictions on the class of functions from 
which a solution can be drawn. In particular, if z = 0 is an ordinary point 
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(m = - 1) in (2.1), th en a theorem of Wittich [15; 18, p. 1001 states that the 
solutions of the Riccati equation are either rational functions or trans- 
cendental meromorphic functions with infinitely many poles in the complex 
plane. Since there are necessary conditions on the form of a C-fraction in 
order that it represent an algebraic function [16], the following theorem 
extends, in a limited sense, the result of Wittich to the case where z = 0 is a 
singular point of (2.1). 
THEOREM 4.1. Let 
(4.1) 
be the formal C-fraction solution of the admissible equation 
ZS(Z) W’ = .&4(z) + B(x) w + C(z) w2, (4.2) 
where A(z), B(z), C(z), S( ) z are potyzomials in z of degree not exceeding 
p 2 1. The exponents Sn+l of the C-fraction (4.1) have least upper bounds 
J&(P) and 
Afo(P) 2 P, J&-I(P) I 2YP - 1) + 2, &n(P) I Wp - 1) + 2 (4.3) 
fo7 n = 1, 2, 3, **.. 
The proof is obtained from the two lemmas in the sequel. First, let a,, b,, 
and c, denote respectively the degrees of the polynomials z&(z), &(x), and 
C,(z) in the Riccati equation 
r&s(z) w’ = .&4,(z) + B,(z) w + C,(z) w2. 
It is evident that (2.5) converts this into another Riccati equation of the same 
form, whose polynomial coefficients are given by (2.7) with zm replaced 
by S(x), and whose degrees satisfy 
a,,, I max ia, - 4,+1, L c, + S,+1, P>, 
b n+l i max ia, - Sn+l, L P>, (4.4) 
C n+l = a, - S n+1- 
Let A&(Z), B,(z), C,,(z) be identified respectively with the coefficients A(z), 
B(z), C(z) in (4.2). Then 
a0 IP, bo LP, co 5p. 
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Moreover, the algorithm used to obtain the C-fraction (4.1) proves 
1 I a,,, I a, (n = 0, 1, 2, ***). (4.5) 
Define, for j = 0, 1, 2, 
Lo3 = P, -%,n+l = &?g& {kn + (S - 1) a,,,}. (4.6) 
It is easy to prove by induction that 
L O,n+l 2 a,+,, L l,n+l 2 bn+l, -La+, 2 cn+l- (4.7) 
Since 
1 I 6, I a, I Lo,, = p, 
it follows from (4.6) that 
& = P + (1 -i) al, j=O,1,2, (4.8) 
and hence 
1 I 6, I a, I Lo,, I 2p, Ll,l s PY L,,, I p - 1. (4.9) 
LEMMA 4.1. Letfor n = 0, 1, 2, **a 
IO = 0, Jn+l = 0 if a,+, < In and Jn+l = h+1 - Jn ;f h+1 2 Ina 
(4.10) 
Then for j = 0, 1, 2 
-L = Lo,, -.iJn. (4.11) 
Moreover, 
Ll+1 = JL-~,~ + (1 -A a,+, if an+1 2 In, 
LGl+1 = Lo,, - an+1 if %+I --c Jm j = 0, 1,2. (4.12) 
PROOF. The validity of (4.11) for n = 0 and n = 1 follows from (4.6) 
and (4.8) respectively. If (4.11) holds for indices not exceeding 71, then by 
(4.6) and (4.11) 
Li,*+1 = os%$j iLo71 - SJn + (S - 1) ~,+,I 
= on L , - an+1 + o <!yzmj {S[k,l - Jnl> 
= on L * - %+1 + (2 -j) Jn+1 = Lo,n+l -jJn+l 
in all cases. The relation (4.12) now follows from (4.10). 
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LEMMA 4.2. For j < 2, n 2 1, 
Lj,2n-l I (2 -j> [2”-l(P - 1) + 11, L,,,,-1 I 2”(P - 1) + 1, (4.13) 
Lj,zn-1 = L2,2n-1 I 2”(P - 1) + 1 (4.14) 
according as S2n-1 2 Jznvl or Ssnml -=c Jzznsl. Also 
kPn I (2 -j) [2YP - 1) + 11, L,,,, < 2”(P - 1) + 1 (4.15) 
OY 
.&&a = -&al I wp - 1) + 1 (4.16) 
according as S,, 2 Jz, or S,, < Jzn. 
PROOF. First, (4.13) and (4.14) follow from (4.9) when n = 1. In order to 
prove (4.15) in case n = 1, 6, 2 J1 = S,, (4.7), (4.9), and (4.12) show 
Li,2 = L2-j,l + (1 -j> 6, < L,.+ + (1 -j) Lo1 
Sjp+(l-j)2p=(2--j)P, 
L2,2 = Lo1 -s6,12p-1. 
Similarly if S, < Jl = S,, Lemma 4.1 gives 
Li, = L,, = L,, - s, < 2p - 1, 
which proves (4.16) for n = 1. If the lemma now is assumed to hold for all 
indices not exceeding n, when San+r > Jz,, j -=c n, 
Li,2n+1 = L2--i,2n + (1 -3 s2n+1 s L2i.211 + (1 -3 Lo,zn 
5 L0.2n - (2 -i> 12, + (1 -3 -Ln 
= (2 -j> L1,2n I (2 -j) [2”(P - 1) + 11, 
and 
L - Lo,2fi - &+I < Lm - 1 I 2n+1(p - 1) + 1. 2,2n+1 - 
When S2,+1 -C I%,, 
Lj,2,+1 = L2,2n+1 = L0,2n - 82n+l < 2n+1(P - 1) + 1. 
The induction may now be completed by a similar treatment of Li,2n+2. 
The theorem follows from (4.5), (4.7), and the results of Lemma 4.2. 
The case p = 1 is of interest. By (4.3) the exponents in the C-fraction 
IO 
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expansion do not exceed two and, hence, it corresponds to a J-fraction [17]. 
The solution W(x) which tends to zero as 2: tends to zero is determined in this 
case as the ratio of certain hypergeometric functions and the continued 
fraction represents the complete analytic configuration of the function W. 
In particular, when cl0 = 0 in (3.1) and Z/Q), B(z), C(z) have degree at 
most p = 1, except for elementary changes in the dependent and the inde- 
pendent variable, the solution was obtained in Section III. Moreover, if 
P = 1 I Cl0 # 0, the transformation 
W(x) = ~oWo(4 
1 + POWOW ’ 
for a suitable selection of LYE, PO, converts the original Riccati differential 
equation to one of the type discussed in Section III. The solution W(z), 
W(0) = 0, is therefore the ratio of certain linear combinations of hyper- 
geometric functions or their confluences. Although this solution has a 
J-fraction representation, it is not necessarily equivalent to an S-fraction. 
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